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1. INTRODUCTION 
The multivariate Cardaliaguet-Euvrard (1) operators were first introduced and studied thor- 
oughly in [1], where the authors among many other interesting things proved that these mul- 
tivariate operators converge uniformly on compacta to the un i t~ver  continuous and bounded 
multivariate functions. Our multivariate "squashing operator" (34) was motivated and inspired 
by the "squashing function" and the related Theorem 6 of [1]. 
The work in [1] is qualitative where the used multivariate bell-shaped function is general. 
However, though our work is greatly motivated by [1], it is quantitative and the used multivariate 
bell-shaped and "squashing" functions are of compact support. 
This paper is the continuation of [2] in the multidimensional case. We produce a set of multi- 
variate inequalities giving close upper bounds to the errors in approximating the unit operator by 
the above multidimensional neural network induced operators. All appearing constants there are 
well determined. These are mainly pointwise estimates involving the first multivariate modulus 
of continuity of the engaged multivariate continu()us function or of its partial derivatives of some 
fixed order. For the above, see Theorems 1-4, Some Lp-analogs appear in Corollaries 1 and 2. 
Convergence is really established by Lemmas 1 and 4. 
2. CONVERGENCE WITH RATES OF CARDAL IAGUET-  
EUVRARD MULT IVARIATE  NEURAL NETWORK OPERATORS 
We need the following (see [1]) definitions. 
DEFINITION 1. A function b : R --+ R is said to be bell-shaped if  b belongs to L 1 and its integral 
is nonzero, i f  it is nondecreasing on (-oo, a) and nonincreasing on [a, +oo), where a belongs to R. 
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In particular, b(x) is a nonnegative number and at a, b takes a global maximum; it is the center 
of the bell-shaped function. A bell-shaped function is said to be centered if its center is zero. 
DEFINITION 2. (See [1].) A function b : R d --~ R (d > 1) is said to be a d-dimensional bell-shaped 
function if it is integrable and its integral is not zero, and if for all i -- 1 , . . . ,  d, 
t--~ b(x l , . . . , t , . . . ,Xd)  
is a centered bell-shaped function, where ~? := (X l , . . . ,  Xd) E R d arbitrary. 
EXAMPLE (from [1]). Let b be a centered bell-shaped function over R; then (X l , . . . ,Xd)  
b (x l ) . . ,  b(xd) is a d-dimensional bell-shaped function. 
ASSUMPTION. Here b(Z) is of compact support B := yXd_l [-Ti ,  Ti], Ti > O, and it may have jump 
discontinuities there. Call I := fB b(Z)dZ. Note that  I > 0. Let f : R d --~ R be a continuous 
and bounded function or a uniformly continuous function. 
In this paper, we study the pointwise convergence with rates over R d, to the unit operator, of 
the Cardaliaguet-Euvrard multivariate neural network operators (see [1]), 
rt 2 1~ 2 
(Srn(f))(~.) := ~ . . .  ~ f (k l /n , . . . , kd /n )  
I • n a'd 
(1) 
xb(nl-a (xi k-ln ),...,nl-a. (Xa k--dn ) ),
where 0 < a < 1 and ~:= (X l , . . .  ,Xd) E R d, n E N. Obviously, ~'~ is a positive linear operator. 
The terms in the multiple sum (1) can be nonzero iff simultaneously 
rtl-v~" (Xi-- ~)[ ~Ti, all i = 1 , . . . ,d ,  
i.e., [x~ - k i /n  I <_ T i /n  1-~, all i = 1 , . . . ,  d, iff 
nxi - Ti • n a <_ ki <_ nxi + Tin c', all i = 1 , . . . ,  d. 
To have 
-n  2 < nxi -T /n  '~ <_ ki <_ nxi + Ti • n '~ <_ n 2, 
we need n > Ti + ]xil, all i = 1 , . . .  ,d. So, (3) is true when we take 
(2) 
(3) 
n_> max (Ti + ]x~]). (4) 
iE(1 ..... d} 
When aTE B, in order to have (3), it is enough to assumethat  n_>2T*, where T*:= max(T1 , . . . ,  Td} 
> 0. Consider 
i i  := [nxi - Tin s, nxi + TinS], i = 1, . . . ,  d, n E N. 
The length of Ii is 2Tin% By Proposition 1 of [2], we get that the cardinality of ki E Z that 
belongs to/~i := card(k/) > max(2Tin ~ - 1,0), any i E {1, . . .  ,d}. In order to have card(ki) ~_ 1, 
we need 2Tin ~ - 1 ~ 1 iff n > T(  1/~, any i E {1 , . . . ,  d). 
Therefore, a sufficient condition in order to obtain the order (3) along with the interval/~i to 
contain at least one integer for all i -- 1 , . . . ,  d is that  
n> max (Ti + lx / I ,T :  1/~) 
- -  i e{1  . . . . .  d}  " (5 )  
Obviously, as n -~ +oc we get that card(k/) - ,  +cx), all i = 1 , . . . ,  d. Also notice that  card(k/) 
equals to the cardinality of integers in [ [nx / -  T inal ,  [nxi + T~na]] for all i = 1 , . . .  ,d. Here, [-] 
denotes the integral part of the number while ['1 denotes its ceiling. 
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We call b* := b(5) the maximum of b(2). From now on, in this article we will assume (5). Thus, 
[nxl+Tln ~] [n~+T~ln °] 
( :~( f ) )  (2 )= E ""  E I .na.d kl=[nxl--Tlnal ka=[nxa-Tanc'l 
xb(n l -a"  (X 1 k~ln),...,Ttl-c~. (x d k~dn)) , 
all ~:= (Xl, . . . ,Xd) E R d, where 
f (k l /n , . . . , kd /n )  
(6) 
I . . . .  b(Xl , . . . ,xd) dx l ' "  dXd. 
T1 T~ 
Denote by I1" I[oo the maximum norm on R d, d _> 1. So, if In 1-~. (xi - k~/n)] < Ti, all i = 1 , . . . ,  d, 
we get that 
:g -  < hi_ ~ , 
where/~ := (k l , . . . ,  ka). 
DEFINITION 3. Let f : I:t d ---+ R. We call 
O)l(f, h):= sup If (x) - f (Y)I, (7) 
MI £',~: 
where h > O, the first modulus of continuity of f.  
Here is our first main result. 
THEOREM 1. Let ~ C Rd; then 
[nxl~In ~] [nxa+ Tdn'~l 
[ :n ( : ) )  < II( )l . . . .  
kl=[nXl-Tln ~] ka=[n~a-Tan'*] 
xb(n 1-a. (X l -  k~ln) .... ,n 1-a. (x d k~dn) ) -1  
b* -~---~'fl (2Ti2v 1 )  "o21 (f,n~_a) • 
i=1 
I • n c*'d 
(8) 
Inequality (8) is attained by constant functions. 
PROOF. Note that 
[n~l+Tln ~] [nxd+Tdn ~] 
1 
~1 := I .  n ~'------d " E "'" E 1 
kl----Fnxl-Tln '~] ka=[nxd--Tdn c* ]
1 [nxlWTln~] [nXa-l+Ta-ln~] 
<- I.na.------~" E "'" E (2Tdna + I) 
kl=[nxl-Tln'~ kd_l=[nx,z_l-Ta_ln ~] 
d 
1 • l-I(2T,   + 1) .  
-< I .  n a ' - - -~  i=l 
That is, 
lfI( ) ~t ~ ~" 2Ti + • 
i=1 
(9) 
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Next, we estimate (T:= (T1, . . . ,  Td)) 
That is, 
I (~.( f ) )  (3) - f (3)1 (£-) 
< 
< 
[nxl+Tln ~] [nxa+Tdn ~ ] 
Z "'" Z f (k , /n , . . . , kd /n )  
[ • na.d 
kl=[nxl-Tan ~] ka=[nxa-Tdn ~]
xb (n l -~  . (X l  -- ~)  , . . . ,n l -~  . (Xd -- kd /n ) )  -- f (:F) 
[n'+7~n~'] f(f~/n) ( ( ~)) I 
Z i.nC~.------T.b n 1-c~. e -  - f (e )  
( : (~/~) -  :(,>) 
[n~'+'Pn°]z f(fc/n)-f(~,) d .b n l-c'. ( 
-I- I f  (s~) I 
x ~ .b n 1-~ • ~-  - 
[ ne+7~n'~] Col(f, fc/n-~, oo)b(nl-a(~_~))+jf(~.), 
Z n~'d • I .  
~= [nz-~ I 
× ~ , lno.~.~ n~-°. ~-  - . 
fi=r,~z-:nol 
;= I'nZ- :r,° 1 
[,,~+:.o] 
tT= [nF : ,~  1 
[.~+:.o] 
1 
+f  (3)" Z I .  na.d 
g=F~z-:n~l 
T* ) . b* l(Y,(f))(~)-f(:~)l <Wl f,n-i--:~_~ .fl+If(~)l 
x [n~l~T:~)o •
kl=rnzl-Tln ] 
Using (9) into (10), we obtain (8). 
[nxa+Tan °'] 
1 
Z I • n ~''d 
k~ = [nx,, - T,~n~'q 
, o1_o  
We need the following lemma. 
(10) 





I @ @ 
L I • n a 'd  
ka = [nx~-T~n° ] 
o o 
pointwise, as n --~ -I-oo. 
REMARK 1. 
rates, as n ~ +oo, where ~ 6 R d, d > 1. 
To prove Lemma 1, we will use the next lemma. 
LEMMA 2. 
(i) Let ti <_ t~ <_ O, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,d ;  then 
b( t l , t2 , . . . , td )  <_b ' ' . . ,  . 
(ii) Let 0 ___ ti _< t~, i - 1 ,2 , . . . ,d ;  then 
b( t l , t2 , . . . , ta )  >_ b(t i , t~ , . . . , t~) .  
PROOF. 
(i) Notice that  
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By Lemma 1 and inequality (8), we obtain that (~'n(f))(x) ~ f (£ ) ,  pointwise with 
b ( t l , t2 , . . . , td )  <_ b( t~, t2 , . . . , td )  <_ b(t~,t~2,t3,.. . ,td) 
' ' ' . , ta )< ' ' t' . ,t~) b(t l , t2,  3,. <_ b( t l , t2 , t  3 . . . . . .  
(ii) Similar proof. 
In general, we have the following result. 
LEMMA 3. 
(i) Let ti <__ t~ <_ O, where i 6 {1,2 , . . . ,d} ,  1 <_ lil < d; then 
b( t l , . . . , t i , . . . , td )  <_ b(t ,  . . . .  ,t~ . . . .  , td).  
(ii) Let 0 < ti <_ t~, where i  6 {1,2 , . . . ,d} ,  1 <_ Ill < d; then 
b( t l , . . . , t i , . . . , td )  >_ b ( t l , . . . , t~ , . . . , td ) .  
PROOF. Similar to Lemma 2. 
That  is, monotonicity of b is true for some or all coordinates. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 1. 
(i) Case of ki 6 Z : [nxi] + 1 <_ ki < [nxi + Tin"], all i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  d. Here, 
nxi < nxi + 1 <_ [nxi] + 1 <_ ki <_ [nxi + TinS]. 
Let ti such that  nxi <_ ki - 1 <_ ti <_ ki. Hence, 
ki ti ( ki - 1) 
x~- - -  <x~- - - _<x~ - -  <0,  a l l i= l , . . . ,d .  
n n n 
By Lemma 2, we obtain 
where Y¢ := (kl, k2 , . . . ,  kd), so that 
(ni-o :) ) 
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Next, let t, such that nxi  < ks < ti <_ ks + 1. Thus, 
(ks + 1) ti k, 
xi < xi - -- <_ xi - - -  <_ O, all i = l , . . . ,d .  n n n 
Again, by Lemma 2, we get 
Therefore, 
(n l -a"  (2  " (k -~ l ) ) )<b(n : -a  ( : -~) )<b(n l -~ ' ( : - : ) ) .  
f k+lb(nl-a' (x--~)) dt<_b(nl-C~. (x,-k)). 
We have proved that 
Jgfk+lb(nl-a" (~--t)) dr< b(nl-a. (:g-~))<j~k.~_lb(nl-a_ • (x--~)) dr,, 
for any f~:= (kl,... ,kd) E Z d such that 
[nxi] + 1 <_ ks < [nxi + Tina], 
for all i = 1,2,...,d. 
(ii) Case of k~ ~ Z : [nx~ - Tin '~] <_ ks <_ [nxi] - 1, all i = 1, 2,. . . ,  d. Here, we have 
ks <_ ks + 1 <_ [nxi] < nxi .  
Let t i : ks -1  <<_ t~ <<_ks <_ nxi; then 
(ks - 1) ti ks 
x~ >_x~- ->_x i - - ->O.  
n n n 
Therefore (Lemma 2), we get that 
Hence, 
Now, let ti such that 
Thus, 
Consequently (Lemma 2), 
Lb(n i -a ' ( : -~) )d t<_b(n : -a ' ( z : -~) ) .  
ki < ti <_ ki + 1 < nxi .  
ks t~ (ks + 1) 
xi - -- >_ xi - -- > x~ - -  >0. 
n n n 
: : :)) 
(11) 
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and 
(nl-"" (x -~) )  <_~k÷lb(nl-"" I x -~) )  d~. 
We have proved that 
/kk_lbln 1-" . I~--~) ) dt<_b(~ 1-" • (~-~) )  <_ ~k+lblnl-". I~--~)) d~ (12) 
for any f¢ := (k l , . . . ,  kd) • Z d such that 
[nxi -- Tin"] <_ ki <_ [nxi] - 1, 
for all i = 1,2, . . .  ,d. Notice also that, as n ~ +oc, we get 




( )) S~ (~) := I .  n "'d" b n 1 - " .  ~-  Fn~]n -~0. 
snl(:~):= -- i.n,.d.b n 1-". Z- , 
fi=F,~xl+i" 
- - 4  
i 




S 5 (Z) := the sum of all other possible mixed subsums SJ (Z), j :- 1 , . . . ,  44. 
Thus, 
s~ (~) = s~ (~) + s~ ( i)  + s3 (~) + s~ (~) + s~ (~). (15) 
(iii) Case of only some i • {1,... ,d} such that Fnxi] ÷ 1 < k, < [nxi ÷Tin"] ,  here 1 < lil < d. 




Inl-". IXd_i-- kd---~,xi--t--in)) dr* <b(nl-". ( :~-~)) 
<- 7:-1 b nl-" " Xd-i -- --~xilt 
(16) 
(iv) Case of only some i E {1, . . . ,  d} such that Vnxi - Tin" 1 < ki <_ [nxi] - 1, here 1 < li] < d. 
Call f~* := (ki), t'* := (t~). Similarly to (12) (use of Lemma 3), we obtain 
fk*+i ( ( ~d-i ~))  d~** < b n 1-" " Xd- i -- --~Xi - -  
(17) 
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(v) Mixing up cases (iii) and (iv). That is, 
Let ki E Z : [nxi] + 1 <_ ki <_ [nxi + T in  s] for only  some i E {1, . . . ,  d}, and 
let gj E Z: [nx j  - T in  ~] < gj <_ [nxj] - 1 for only some j E {1,. . . ,  d}. 
(18) 
7, Here, i # j. Call k~* := (k,), [~ := ( t j ) ,  t:i* = (t , ) ,  t j  = ( t j ) .  We observe for 
b(nl-C'" (Xd-i--kd----~ 'xi ~))  
(similarly to (17)), that 
( b n 1 -~ • Xd- i - j  - - , x j  -- t J , x i  -- - -  
• 1 n n 
( _ - -  - - , X  i < b • Xd- i  n 
--J~ f g~+l b (n l -a . (Xd_ i _ j  kd-i-Jn • 
- - , x j  - 'n - 
(19) 
Therefore, by integrating (19) and using (16), we obtain 
~;  1 b n 1 -~ • Xd_ i_  j T ' X J  - n - - -  
< jkt~l ~g~. b n 1 -~ . Xd- i - j  - - - -~  'x j  - t j ' x i  - . . dt j  dt  i . 
(20) 
In general, let the indices i l , i 2 , . . .  , i  v E {1,.. .  ,d} with 1 < liÀl, li21,..., I~1 -< d be such that 
il + i 2  + ' "" + i v = d; 1 < "7 < d. Then, 
F;+(°'l'... fk;+(°'i'b(n,_,. (x(d_EL ~,) 
n ,x i l - -~ , . . . , x i~-  n 
(21) 
b n ' - "  x (d_EL  ,~)  n - n" ' "x~"  - .. 
Double inequality (21) includes all possibilities indicated by the upper and lower integral bounds 
f~* + i" or 6, g 1, . . . ,  7- Here, f¢* ~ = *t := (ki~), ~* :---(tit). Next, denote by rT] any of [.] or [.1. Then, 
as n --~ +oo, we get that 
. . . .  , .  . . ,X  i - -  - - ,  . . . ,X  d - -  ---.40~ I .  n ~'d b n 1 -~ Xl n n 
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for one or more i : 1 < i < d. Furthermore, for i = 1, or any other i : 1 < i _< d (same proof), we 
get 
I.na.d E "'" E b~l -a 'X l  ' 
k2=Nz2-T2no] ka=[nxd--Tdn '~] 
n'-a(X2 ~-~), . . . ,n l -a ' (Xd k~dn) ) 
[nx2 + T2n ~ ] {nxa + T<in ~ ]
1 • b* 
<- i.n~."-----~ E "'" E 1 
k2=[nx2-T2n<'] ka=[nx,l-Tan ° ] 
< I . -~7-~H(2T i .n '~+I  ) - 2Ti+ --*0, 
i=2 i=2 
as n --* -t-oO. 
The same result is true if two or more coordinates are of the form [-n-~], i = 1, . . . ,  d (in that 
case, we have a fewer number of sums involved). Obviously, we get the same result as the last 
one, when only upper or lower index sums are involved, etc. For ~ • R d, we get (see (11)) 
b ~l -a .  2~_ d~< S~ (~) 
I .  n a'd d[nx-']+r 
<-- I .n  a'd Jrn~] b n 1-a. ~-  dr. 
That is, by the change of variable method, we obtain 
! [,-,'-<"(~.-(r,.,.~l+r)i.) 1 /,,-,.'-<'{~-r,,~/,-<) 
b (t-) de< s~ (~) < b (t-) dr 
s ,s.,-<.(~-([,-<~+~.<,]+i')/.) - - 7 .,,~,_o(~_ V~+,~,.,o]/, 0 
Therefore, 1/ 
lim S~ (e) = b (t-) dr. (22) 
n-~+~ 7 
Also, working similarly as above (see (12)), we get 
1 f[nx-l-f (nl_a (:~ ~) )  d _ 
I . n a'd jrn:~_~n,~]_~ b 
1[  [n~ ( (~) )  
2 ' b n 1-~'. :g -  dr. 
<_ Sn (:~) <_ I .  n ~'d jr,~_~,~,~] 
and 
s~ (~ } - 1 -jr b n-~+oclim ~ (~ dr. (23) 
Working analogously (use of (21) and the following comments) as in (22) and (23), for the case 
of $5n(£) we obtain the following: 
(i) for any d-fold mixed subsum S~(£), e.g., 
1]72 U3 ? • .- b (t-') d~, (24) lim S~(£) = ? T2 Ta n--*-boo 
i.e., we get similar results for all possibilities of 0, :kTi, i = 1 , . . . ,  d as integral bounds. 
(ii) Also any (d - r)-fold mixed subsum S~(Y), r : 1 < r < d, where in there the r (ira) 
coordinates (i • {1, . . . ,  d}) of b contain 
[ -~  instead of ki, converges to 0 as n --* +c¢. (25) 
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Notice that 
6 
I=  ~b (t~ di'= f6 b (t~ dt+ f b~ (t~ d/ '+. . .  (any other mixed d-fold integral). (26) 
Finally, taking into account (15), along with (13),(22)-(26), we obtain that 
lim S~(~.)= I ~-*+~ 7 = 1, 
pointwise, any ~ E a d. I 
From this, our second main result follows. 
THEOREM 2. Let ~ E R d, f C CN(Rd), N E N, such that all of its partial derivatives fa of 
order N, 5 : [5[ = N, are uniformly continuous or continuous and bounded. Then, 
[n~+fn~] I .  n ~-----g'l ( (~) )  [(.Tn(f)) (:~) - f (£)[ _< If (x)[" E b n 1-a. Z -  - 1 
g= b<e-'~n~l 
-I---f--" (i=H11(2Ti-I--~)) "(j=~ lj!nj(l-a) (T*)j " ((i=~l -O'~xi ) ())) (27) 
• ( , .)  
-t N!nN(l_a ) I " i=l a:lal=N ~ " 
Inequality (27) is attained by constant functions. Also, (27) gives us with rates the pointwise 
convergence of (c£ Lemma 1) ~n(f) ~ f over R d, as n ~ +co. 
PROOF. Set 
g~l~(t):=f ~+t  - , O<t<l .  
Then, 
and g~/n(0) = f (~) .  By Taylor's formula, we get 
(J) 




(~,0) :: L 1 (L tl "'' (L iN-1 (g(iN)(tN)--g~/N)il(O))diN)... ) dtl" 
Here, we denote by 
Oaf 
f~ := 0Xa,  ~:=(OQ, . . . ,ad)  , 
d i = 1,. . . ,  d, such that IsI := E i= l  oli = N. Thus, 
f ( f¢/n) .b (n l -a (~- f¢ /n ) )  
I .  n a'd 
N (J) (n l -a g~i.(O) b (m-g/n)) 
= E j! I .  n a'd j=o 
+ 
o~i E Z +, 
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Therefore, 
(~n ( f ) )  (~)  - f (~)  = 
where 
Hence, 
Z I .  n <:''-'~'7- " ~ f ~X ~ k i w i /  g= rn~-7~n<, 1 
N 1 ( [n '~ n°] O) b(nl-a(x-f~'ln))) _t_7-~* ' 
= -f(~,)+~_,~ ~1,, (°)' s.n<,.d 
.s=o \~<= rr<~_,~,..<o I 
(~'n(f)) (~') - f (~) = f (~)" 
[ n~'-t'~n~'] b(nl -a(~_f~/n)) .~7~N (~,0)  
Z I • n °"d " 
~=r.~-~.<,l 
< , 
N 1 f [n'~'~-'~ 'n~] O) b(nl-~('-f~ln))}_f_T~*" 
+ Z -ft." ggln (0) .  I. n c~'d 
j : l  (~=r.~_f.ol 
Consequently, we obtain 
I(Y',,(/)) (:~) - f (e) l  _< If (re)l" ,~=r,,:,-~,,ol 
Notice that 
1 ( (~) )  1 b({~) 
I . n ~''d " b n 1-c' x" - - + I • n ~'----~ 
j----1 \;=r.i_fno 1 
and 
i= l  
®<_lf(£)l-~.=r,~._~,,,ols.n~,.-----~'b nl  x-  - 
b(0) . 
That is, by (9), we get 
1) + I~'1. 
I(~',,(f)) (~) - f (~)1 ~ if (~)[" 
-t- 
[,,~+f,,°] 
Z i.n,~.-------~.b n 1-~ ~-  -1  
(28) 
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Next, we need to estimate [TE*[. For that, we observe (0 ___ tN <_ 1) 
Thus, 





(N) (N) ~-~ f0 (f0~;1" " (f0 tN-1 gk/n(~n)--gk/n(O)dtn)) "°'d~l
max oJ1 f&~ < g~:~--~~ -1--~) s:ia)=N ~ " 
E I • n ct'd ' 
g=N~-~ 1 
I -n  ~'-----7 
< 
--< N! .n  N(1-a)(T*)N'dN &lSl=Nmax 0) 1 (fa,  ~T*)  b(6)I, n a'd [=e+7~""lE 1. 
That is, by (9), we get 
(T*) N . d N 
Finally, using (29) into (28), we obtain (27). 
COROLLARY 1. 
1)) 
~-g max wt  fa ,  • 
&:lsl=g 
Here, additionally assume that b is continuous on R d. Let 
(29) 
d 




Consider p >_ 1. Then, 
n > max (Ti + "~i,T(1/a), 
ie{1 ..... d} 
I['T'nf- fllv,r < ItYlloo,r g=[ ne-7~n°] I" n a'd ' b n 1-a  ~-- -- 1 
+~ Y' ~ -7 -  2T~ + 
i=1 i=1 
attained by constant functions. From (30), we get the Lp convergence of Y,~f to f with rates. 
(30) 
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PROOF. From (8), we obtain 
1 
l Y , ( f )  (Z) - f (x ) l  < Ilfllo<:>,r ~:r,-,~-+°:.l  i .  n °` - - -~  "b n 1-a ~-  - 
-~-021 (f,n~_a) b(O) f i  Q2Yi~ - 1 )  
T i=I 
(31) 
Inequality (30) now is established by integration of (31) and the properties of Lp-norm. From (9), 
we obtain that 
[nZ+Tn°] 1 ( ( ~ ) )  b(O) d 
I.n~.----~.b n 1-~ Z-  <- I 1-I(2T~+l)" 
~= [,~:~_f,~,~] ~=1 
Thus, 
[ "~"°]  __  
I • n a'd .b 
d 
-< H (2Ti + 1) + 1 
i=1 
P 
=: M > O, 
for all n E N, and all £ E F. Also, from Lemma 1, we obtain 
l i~  S .no .~.b  d -°  ~-  - =o ,  
all £ E F. Now, the bounded convergence theorem implies that 
l im 
[n~+~- ° ]
=0.  | 
COROLLARY 2. Same assumptions as in Corollary 1. Then 
II.~',J- fllp,r < Ilfll~o,r S'n'~'d" b ~1-,~ Z-  -1  
r=r° -- ool 
b(6)  
( (1 ) )  ( ) (T*)N'dNb(O) f i  2Ti+ max o31 fs~, "2d/PH"{7/P 
N!ngO -a ) I ~=1 a:lSl=Y n -i-S-if- a i=l 
(32) 
attained by constants. Here, from (32), we get again the L v convergence of.'Fn(f) to f with rates. 
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PROOF. From (27), we obtain 
cn71, 
[ (~(f ) ) ( :~)  - f ( :~) l  ~ Ilfllo~x i.n,~.-------------~.b n ~-'~ i . -  - 
(T*)N.dN b(O) 2Ti+ max wi f&, 
N.---~nN(i---~ I i=1  -~ &lal=N ~ " 
1 + - -  
I 
(33) 
Inequality (32) now comes by integration of (33) and the properties of Lp-norm. 
3. THE MULT IVARIATE  "SQUASHING OPERATORS"  
AND THEIR  CONVERGENCE TO THE UNIT  WITH RATES 
We present he following definition. 
DEFINITION 4. Let the nonnegatiye function S : R d --~ R, d >_ 1, S has compact support 
13 := 1-I/d=l [-Ti, Ti], Ti > 0 and is nondecreasing there for each coordinate. S can be continuous 
only on either I]d=l (-oo, Ti] or 13 and can have jump discontinuities. We call S the multivariate 
"squashing function" (see also [1]). Assume that 
r:= £s(O dC>o. 
EXAMPLE. Let S as above when d -- 1. Then, 
(~) := ~ (Zl)-.. D (zd), := (Xl, . . . ,x~) E R ~, 
is a multivariate "squashing function". Let f : R d ---* R be either uniformly continuous or 
' for some ik E {1, ,d}; continuous and bounded function. Let ~, aT' E B such that xik _< xik ...  
k = 1 , . . . , r  < d. Then, 
# # ! # ) S(X l , . . . , x i l , . . . , x i2 , . . . , x i3 , . . . , x i~ , . . . , xd)  <_ S xl , .  . , x i l , . . . , x i= , . . . , x i3 , . . . , x i~ , . . . , xe  . 
Obviously, 
maxS(Z)  = S (T )  , 
g6B 
:~:= ( T1 ,  . . . , T~ ) . 
For ~ E p d, we define the multivariate "squashing operator" 
n 2 n 2 
(Gn( f ) ) (Z) := Z "'" Z f (k l /n , . . . , kd /n )  I* • n a'd 
kl ~- r~ 2 kd~--n 2 
×S(nl-a(Xl kl),...~nl-a(Xd k--dn) ) ,
where 0 < a < 1 and n E N 
(34) 
n> max {T~+Ex~I,T~-~/~}. 
- -  i e{1  . . . . .  d}  
(5) 
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Gn is a positive linear operator. It is clear that 
[ "e+<'° ]  f(#ln) S (?z 1-°t (x -  fg/n)).  (35) 
(Gn(f)) (e) = Z I* . n ~'--------~" 
~=f-,~-:-°l 
Here, we study the pointwise convergence with rates of (G,(f))(%) ~ f(~?), as n ~ +oc, % e R d. 
This is given by the next result. 
THEOREM 3. Under the above terms and assumptions, we find that 
I(G,~(f))(e)-f(~)l<-If(:~)l ~ i,.n~.-----~ "S n 1-a ~_  _ 
r~=F"e-:'~°l (36) 
s(~) 
+-'--ff'-- y I  ( 2Ti + -~--ff ) wl ( f , n-~_~ ) . 
i=1 
Inequality (36) is attained by constant functions. 
PROOF. We observe that 
That is, 
l(V.(f)) (~) - f (:~)I = 
< 
< 
f -e+: .  ° ] 
B 




x ~ I* • n a'd 
fz,(!~na.! "S(nl-a (x--~)) --f(:~) 
(,- -,,,, 
Z 
f (k/n) - f (:~) 
I *  • n a'd 
1 
I *  • n ~ 'd  
[.e+::] 
Z 
× k~ ~°1 - -  
Wl(f, k/n-~ c~) 
I *  • n a 'd  
I *  • n a 'd  
( T* ) . 1 ( [nZ~ n~] )1 
I(G,~(f))(e)-f(:~)l ~WI f,n--f-~_ a S (T ) ' I *  "n~'d \#=[n~-fn-] 
+lf(~)l  ~ s..ln~a .s n 1-~ 3~-- -- . 
(37) 
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By (9), we obtain 1( 
na'd 1 
Using (38) into (37), we get (36). 
We need the following result. 
LEMMA 4. It holds that 
[nZWTn ~ ] 
:=  
pointwise, as n --~ +oo, where • E R d. 
PROOF. 
1) _< f l  (2Ti ÷ 1) .  " 
i= l  
i. . na. d S n 1-~ ~-  --,1, 
Take sufficiently large n E N. Then, there are ki E Z such that 
ki,k~ ± 1 E [[nx~ - T~n~], [nx~ + Tin~]], 
for all i - -  1,...,d. 
(i) Consider t':= (tl,..., td) such that 
k~ - 1 <_ ti <_ ki, all i = 1,...,d. 
(ii) 
Then, 
nl -a(x i  (k~nl ) )>_n l -a(x  ~ ~)  >_n l -a (x~-~) ,  
for all i = 1,..., d. By nondecreasingness of S on B, we get 
Hence, 
~kg~lS(n~-a( i - -~))  d~>-S(n l -a (~-~) )  • 
Consider t'such that 
ki < ti <_ ki + 1, all i = 1,...,d. 
Thus, 
nl_a(xi_kin) >n l_a(x i _~)>nl_a(x i  (k i+ l ) ) ,  
n 
for all i = 1,..., d. Again we get 
Therefore, 
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We have established that 
~k-+~S (n 1-a (~, - -~) )d t<S (n 1-a ( ' -~) )<_  fkg__~S(n 1-a (~,-~))dr, ,  (39) 
for any f¢:= (kl,... ,kd) E Z d such that 
[nx~ - Tinaq < ki - 1 < k~ < k~ + 1 <_ [nxi + Tina], 
for all i = 1 , . . . ,d .  
Consequently (by (30)), we have 
1 f[ n~+:n°] (nl_ a (y, ~) )d t< 
I*. n a'd J[ne_~n,~] +i" S - _ Dn (~) 
< 1 f[~,+':n"]-i'. (n1_O~ (£_ ~)) dt. 
- I* • n ad  ./F..e_:~o] S 
And, by the change of variable method, we obtain 
__1 f 1 j '-°('-(r°'-':'°I+I)/') s (0 Dn (£) < ~ - S (t-') dt. 
I *  jnl- , : : , ( :~_[n~_l_fno,]/n) --  -- Jn l - , , (~ . - ( [ny .q -Tno : ] _ l ) /n )  
Therefore, 
1 / :  S (Odt=l ,  li~mooDn (:~) = 7: : 
pointwise, any ~ E R d. II 
As a related result, we present he next theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let ~ E R d, f E CN(Rd), N E N, such that all of its partial derivatives fa of 
order N, c) : [~[ = N, are uniformly continuous or continuous and bounded. Then, 
I(Gn(f))(Z)-f(e)l<lf(~,)l ~=[,e_:,o]i.na.-'---~'S n 1-a :f- - 
s(:) o J 
q-~( i=Hl (2T 'q -~) )  {j=~lJ,nJ( 1-a)(T')j ((~=~ ~x~) f (~) )}  
1)) 
-~ Wing(I-a) I* ~=1 ~ a:lml=aXNWl fa, nl_ a - 
Inequality (40) is attained by constant functions. Also, (40) gives us with rates the pointwise 
convergence of (cf., Lemma 4) Gn(f) --+ f over R d, as u -+ +~. 
PROOF. Following the proof of Theorem 2,we have 
I* • n a'd j! I* :-~dTd 
j=O 
S(nl -a(~-fc/n))  
+ 
I * .  n a'd 
o) 
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Hence, 
(G~(f)) (~) - y (~) = ~ 
r<= r,,e-,~,-,°l 
q- j=O ~ N1(3 \,re= rn~._7~no 1 [n~£n ] 9'/n (j) (0)" S(nl-~ (:2fc/n)) ---- q- 7=~ *, 
where 
~:= Z z+--- -~N ,0 
;=r.e-f~o 1
Therefore, 
+.+,  , 
I(G~f)(e)-f(e)l<lf(e)l ~ i,.nC,.-----------------~.S n ' -a  e-  -1 
+ ±*. no-~ 3 v=r~+_e~+. 1 
As before, we obtain 
+.+,  1 
I(a~(/)) (e) - ] (e)l < lY (e)l ~ I* .  n ~ '~"  S n 1-e e -  - 
r<=r,,~.-f,,o-i 
S(T) (~ 12Ti~_ )) { (T*)j ((£i=1 ~0 ) ) } +-- i ; - -  ;=lj!nJ(l_,~ ) f (~)  + 7~* . 
Similarly, as earlier, we get 
~* <_ i,.nC, d y~ ,0 
r<=r,,,,-~,-d 
< I*  • n a'd N!nN(1- '~)  a=lal=N wl fs,  
And, by (9), we finally find 
(T,)N.dN S(T) ~ 2TiT max Wl f&, | 
7~* _< ~.1:~--~(1----~) I *  .+=i a:lal=N ~ " 
REMARK 2. Let Z E B, S E Cv(B), r E N, such that the partial derivative Sa(Z) _> 0, for some 
&:i& I=r ,overB .  Let f>0andnEN 
n> max (2T+,T(-1/'~) 
- -  i e{1 , . . . ,d}  , 0 < a < 1. 
Then, 
[n~'+7~nO ] f ( f~/n)nr_ ( r+d)a( (~) )  
(Gn(f))a (x,) = Y~ I - - "  "San 1-a :~- >_ 0, 
~=r~-~+q 
over B. 
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